Distributed fiber sensing based on Brillouin gain scattering (BGS) principle is a useful way to develop devices capable to measure temperature and/or strain in optical fibers. In these distributed sensors, spatial resolution is a topic of special interest in the distributed fiber sensing field. The influence of the probe-pulse shape in the interaction between the pulsed light and the continuous wave laser in a pump-probe system. This study has the purpose of improving the spatial resolution of the measurement without losing stability in the BGS is presented. Also it is showed how the backscattering Brillouin gain is affected by inducing variations on the final value of the BGS intensity. Theoretical analysis of the probe pulse in the Brillouin shift and intensity values using triangular, sinusoidal and saw tooth shapes around the phonon lifetime (~10ns) are presented; and also considerations and conclusions are explained.
INTRODUCTION
A proper pump light can cause fluctuations through electrostrictive mechanism in the core of an optical fiber, which induces the non linear Brillouin backscattering effect [1] . By using pulsed light, this effect is successfully employed to develop distributed sensing of temperature and/or strain along a fiber since the Brillouin frequency B is function of these two parameters. Both spontaneous or Stimulated Brillouin scattering can be used in the construction of sensors [2] .
In a stimulated Brillouin scattering process a pulsed pump wave and a counter propagating probe wave interact. In distributed sensors the spatial resolution is one of the most important parameters. In stimulated brillouin sensors the spatial resolution can be determined by the interaction length between pulse and CW lights, which is half the pulse length. If the frequency of the CW is higher than that of the pulse, power is transferred from the CW to the pulse. If this light has a lower frequency, the power transfer is from the pulse to the CW light. The first configuration is referred to as the loss process since the CW light loses power, the second as the gain process because of the CW power gain [1, 3] .
This work studies theoretically the interaction between the pulse and the probe light wave, where pulse shape is different to the typical square pulse. The interaction with sinc, triangular and saw tooth pulses are studied to analyse the accuracy of Brillouin measurements and the possible shape effects by using more realistic pulses generated in laboratory.
THEORETICAL MODEL
The description of the SBS process in optical fibers must consider mutual interaction between the pump and stokes waves, for a cw or quasi-cw pump. The steady state coupled-intensity equations for a slowly varying amplitude approximation of the interaction between the scattering and light fields can be expressed as follows [1, 3] (1) where the i-index (1 or 2) denotes the intensity of the pump or scattering light waves, is the fiber attenuation coefficient and g B is the Brillouin gain factor. The sign for g B is negative for a Brillouin gain process and positive for a I I Le . This intensity can be express in terms of power by considering the power in the coupled equations 1, thus the interaction can be write as
where the integration area starts at the fiber length L and ends at the begining of the pulse wave, hence it is considered the region of the optical fiber where the pulse and pump waves interact; for the system in which both the gain and loss process occur, the total probe light power as a function of distance within the fiber can be expressed as 1 1 1 ( ) ( ) P P z P z , where the first term on the right hand side is the power for the gain process and the second term is the power for the loss process and A eff is the effective fiber core area. In order to use a single laser source the probe light wave is modulated at a fixed frequency using an external modulator, the modulation gives rise to new frequency lines in the optical spectrum (modulation sidebands). For pure intensity modulation, the obtained spectrum is symmetrical around the incident light wave frequency and the new lines are equally spaced in frequency. When the modulation frequency is equal to the Brillouin frequency shift B , the first-order sidebands can interact with the incident light wave through SBS process, since they propagate in opposite directions. Pulses have maximum and minimum power different from zero, this situation is caused by the non perfect modulation, but if it considers that the pump light has no pulse base or it is neglected respect to the pulse top, the probe light interacts only with the highest part of the pulse, see Fig. 1 .
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulations have been developed by using different pulses, which interact with the backscatter light, those pulses are: square, sinc, triangular, saw tooth and inverted saw tooth, see Fig. 1(a-d) . The Brillouin gain factor (BGF) was simulated using equations 1 to 3, the values used in simulation are: Refractive index n=1.47, Photo-elastic constant p 12 =0.22 [3, 4] , density = 2200 kg m 3 , acoustic wave velocity V a =5550 ms 1 , polarization factor 0.68 [4] , attenuation coefficient of pump light =0.046, wavelength of the laser =1553 nm, effective fiber core area A eff =50 m 2 .
BGF calculated numerically for each pulse shape is showed in fig 2. According to theory previously described, it is possible to note that the best response in Brillouin gain is for the square pulse, which presents an integration power area greater than the other shapes of similar pulse conditions of pulse top and pulse width power. But the pulse shape that really acts in an experimental set up looks more like a triangular, saw or sinc pulse; where the accuracy of the measurement is influenced both by the total interacting power and the spatial resolution. This situation depends on the pulse generator accuracy and its performance; thus it is convenient to simulate the variation of power and pulse width around phonon lifetime to analyze BGF using these pulse shapes. Figure 3 shows the behavior of BGF when pulse shape varies in power and width. According to the numerical results obtained, if it is compared respect to square pulse, BGF has an exponential growth that depends on the distribution of the pulse power during the interaction process.
For a variation of pulse shape BGF presents a better response when the interaction is due to a saw pulse, the sinc pulse is better than the triangular, but quite far from the sinc pulse. This gain is enlarged and rapidly achieved when higher amounts of incident power are used. If the study is made for constant pulse width fixed at phonon lifetime of 10 ns and the power is changed around a constant value, the BGF response is similar to the pulse width analysis which presents an exponential increment that depends on the power and the Brillouin threshold. The best response is presented when the pulse has more power into the interaction area. Additional simulations for sinc and saw pulses are presented in Fig. 4 .a to 4.d, in order to show the capability of using these pulses instead of the square.
In the graphics, it is important to note the presence of power and pulse width zones where BGF presents a better response; these zones could offer an increment on sensor sensitivity, as well as a better accuracy on the measurement of Brillouin frequency. This BGF response depends on an adequate combination of pulse shape, pulse power top and pulse width
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CONCLUSIONS
The behavior of BGF when a pump field and different pulse shape fields interact in an optical fiber system was analyzed and studied theoretically in this paper. The results show that the interaction depends on the total amount of power involved during the nonlinear process. Since experimentally pulses are not perfectly squared, it is important to use pulses that present a better approximation, in order to improve the spatial resolution results.
The results of simulation have been highly consistent with the experimental results reported in fiber sensing papers, which verifies properly the theoretical approach. The most important result of this simulation is that it is possible to use other pulse shapes like saw tooth to get similar results in Brillouin gain measurements. It only requires to meet a set of power and pulse conditions of saw tooth pulse close to its square pulse equivalent on power. An improvement on the spatial resolution could be achieved if the power is increased and the pulse width reduced for sinc or saw pulses.
Additionally, it is possible to use power zones where BGF presents a higher increment, if the sensor is placed around this work point; then, the sensitivity increases and the measurement could be more accurate.
4,0x10 -4 6,0x10 -4 8,0x10 Brillouin Gain Pulse width Fig. 4 . Brillouin gain response. (a) variation of Power for sinc pulse at 10 widths, (b) variation of width for sinc pulse at 10 powers, (c) variation of Power for saw pulse at 10 widths, (d) variation of width for saw pulse at 10 powers.
